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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are importing a Business Process setup into a Shell
template. You receive an error message. Identify two reasons

that might have led to this transaction failure (Choose two.)
A. The Business Process setup that you are importing is not
active.
B. The security settings in the Company Workspace prohibit
import/copy functions.
C. The Shells are not of the same type.
D. You cannot import the Business Process into a Shell.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
How many VRFs are present in Cisco Nexus OS by default?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: B
Explanation:
Management VRF and Default VRF
Each router has a management VRF and a default VRF:
Management VRF
The management VRF is for management purposes only.
Only the mgmt 0 interface can be in the management VRF.
The mgmt 0 interface cannot be assigned to another VRF.
The mgmt 0 interface is shared among multiple VDCs.
No routing protocols can run in the management VRF (static
only).
Default VRF
All Layer 3 interfaces exist in the default VRF until they are
assigned to another VRF.
Routing protocols run in the default VRF context unless another
VRF context is specified.
The default VRF uses the default routing context for all show
commands.
The default VRF is similar to the global routing table concept
in Cisco IOS.
Reference:
https://supportforums.cisco.com/document/133711/vrf-configurati
on-and- verification-nexus-7000

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop the fiber cable connection types to the
appropriate image.
Answer:
Explanation:
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